
GROUND FLOOR APARTMENT 3 BEDROOMS 2 
BATHROOMS IN ESTEPONA

 Estepona

REF# VI-MKHomes 350.000 €

BEDS

3

BATHS

2

BUILT

 m²

Prices from €259.500 – €442.500
Discover an exceptional living experience that goes above and beyond, captivating your senses from the 
very moment you arrive, and fulfilling all your expectations. This luxurious residential haven has been 
meticulously designed to immerse you in a world of enchantment, bringing to life the vision you’ve held in 
your mind’s eye.

Nestled in an idyllic coastal setting, this resort-style residence boasts a collection of 70 thoughtfully crafted 
homes, ranging from cozy 1-bedroom retreats to spacious 3-bedroom sanctuaries. These residences are 
artfully spread across 7 distinct blocks, forming a harmonious community that echoes the natural beauty of 
the Mediterranean Sea. A mere stone’s throw away from the heart of Estepona, this location offers the 
perfect blend of tranquil living and urban convenience.
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Immerse yourself in the awe-inspiring beauty of homes that embrace the azure sea with breathtaking views. 
Each residence is surrounded by a wealth of services, all within easy reach in a matter of minutes. Whether 
it’s a round of golf, a visit to a sports center, a shopping spree at nearby malls, or a delightful meal at a local 
restaurant, every desire is effortlessly fulfilled. This neighborhood is a tapestry of convenience, where 
supermarkets, hospitals, pharmacies, and every conceivable need are just a stone’s throw away.

Your journey from home to any destination is seamless, thanks to the strategic location. With quick access 
to the Costa del Sol A-7 highway and proximity to the AP-7 highway, the world of leisure, entertainment, 
and exploration is at your doorstep. Immerse yourself in the allure of the Costa del Sol, from its pristine 
beaches to its vibrant cultural scene, all effortlessly within your reach.

Every detail at this exquisite residential retreat has been carefully curated to elevate your lifestyle. Embrace 
a world where modern living meets the tranquility of the sea, where convenience marries elegance, and 
where your every need is anticipated and met. Experience the ultimate blend of comfort, accessibility, and 
refined living, a testament to meticulous craftsmanship and unwavering dedication to creating your dream 
living space.
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